Super Stuff (MH) — History
9.70 (2021/06/11)
Features


Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 11.1.

9.60 (2018/10/10)
Features


Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 11.0.

9.52 (2015/08/19)
Features


Further adjustments for Clarion 10.0

Installer


Re-included files for “Proper” feature, which had been renamed to MHProper.

9.51 (2015/03/18)
Installer


Missed files StMhFocus.*

9.50 (2015/03/08)
New Password!

We no longer officially support Clarion 7 and earlier versions!

Features


Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 10.0.

9.17 (2014/07/27)
Features


Changed help from HLP to CHM.

9.16 (2014/06/02)
Bugs


Fixed installer location of RED file and examples.

9.15 (2014/05/18)
Features


Updated installer for Clarion 9.1.

9.10 (2013/11/04)


Changed handling of LinkMode and DllMode switches in multi-app solutions using Clarion legacy template
chain. Now it follows the standard, including the base classes in every DLL/EXE (even though it’s less
efficient).

9.00 (2013/09/01)
New Password!

This is the final version that officially supports Clarion 6!

Features


Updated installer for the latest Clarion 9.0.



Option to block Minimize button on MDI children.



Extended Threaded Browse+Form support to legacy template chain.



"Ask Date Range for Report" supports CPCS.



For legacy chain, added derived methods for BeforeResize and AfterResize, as well as an embed in the
RefreshWindow on Resize method.



For legacy chain, added option to suppress BUFFER statement in mhView.



DropMenu and DropButton can use !VariableName instead of plain text.

Bugs


Fixed problem with Threaded Browse+Form that could cause error messages and/or lockups in some
situations.



Fixed problem with #GROUP name in EmbedPoints extension.

8.10 (2012/06/29)
Features


Resize can prevent maximize operations (going instead to "full size"). It can also force MDI children to
open maximized and state maximized. Finally it can also prevent minimizing MDI children.



New DropMenu and DropButton control templates.



Reworked Resize templates to be better behaved with Clarion batch 9304.

8.00 (2011/06/04)
Features


Updated installer for the latest Clarion 8.0.

7.41 (2011/05/08)
Bugs


Changed PRIORITY(0) to PRIORITY(1), as Clarion 8 no longer supports this undocumented value.

7.40 (2011/05/05)
Features


Bugs


Compatible with Clarion 6 through 8.0.
Fixed problem with DropButton lists not properly overlapping controls.

7.30 (2011/01/09)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.3.

7.20 (2010/06/05)
New Password!

We no longer officially support Clarion 5.5 and earlier versions!

Features


Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.2.



mhView:



o

Added QUEUE support.

o

(Clarion chain) New option to "Generate Class instead of Routines".

o

Enhanced documentation.

(ABC) Threaded Browse-Form:
o

Prevent multiple form threads for the same record.

o

Cascade browse close to all associated form threads.



New "Quicken Date Entry for Regular EIP"



You can force a procedure to be included in ThisWindow.Run(Number, Request).



BrowseActiveFilter can display its button text as a tooltip, when your button shows only an icon. Also, if
you specify a icon column width of zero, it automatically calculates an appropriate width from the listbox's
line height.



(ABC) New DropButton feature, for flexible, modern-looking drop lists.



Installer permits overriding of destination folders.

6.63 (2008/04/24)
Features


Resize supports enhanced visual indicators.



Posts error if you have two resize templates on one window.

Bugs


Install script was missing STABBWTP.INC and CLW.

6.62 (2007/09/24)
Bugs


Fixed problem with template prompts for Original Horizontal/Vertical Position, along with an erroneous
setting in the example.



During installation, too many files were deleted when attempting to delete conflicting files from old Super
Template installation directories.



(Clarion) Fixed typo in mhVIEW, where “UnivAbcReport” needed to be “UnivReport”. Also added support
for UnivProcess.

6.60 (2007/09/13)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 7-Beta.



(ABC) Added an option to the Source Open/Close Files template extension to set the procedure name for
GlobalErrors.



(ABC) Migrated CallProcMightCancel template from Clarion to ABC chain.



(ABC) The form-based RestoreChildAfterCancel now supports the SaveChangeButton template (in
addition to SaveButton). We also improved error handling and memory clean-up.



(ABC) Splitter has option to save and restore its position.



(ABC) New "Disable Resize Template" setting in global extension, for temporarily turning off resize in all
procedures in APP.



(ABC) New "Derive Next Method" option in mhView.



(Clarion) Retrofited TabPopups from ABC to Legacy.



New "Variable" option for initial resize Horizontal and Vertical positions in resize window template.



New Embed Point Guidance extension template.

Changes


Bugs

(Clarion) We've added a new global template for "Limit Procedure to One Thread". This must be added
to your dictionary APP, along with any APP that uses the pre-existing procedure template.



(ABC) Field pair filters were applied in reverse order. In some circumstances, this could have a negative
impact on performance.



Fixed problems with BIND fields.



(Clarion) ToggleActiveDisplay tweaked the browse incorrectly, when the Active column wasn't the first on
the left.



(ABC) Problem with restoring previous window position.



(ABC) ToggleActiveDisplay template used a filter ID which caused it to be applied before the regular
filters.



(ABC) When using ChangeFirstTab on a Form, ThisWindow.FirstField must be changed, rather than
simply changing the tab.



(Clarion) If ABC classes are included in a legacy APP in C6, then duplicate resize equates were found at
compile time.



When Quicken Date changes a field's value, now PROP:Touched is set to true.



Fixed various problems with WrapBrowse.



Improved intelligence of template settings for DateLookupButtons.



Resize toggles PROP:Pixels more efficiently.

6.54 (2004/11/04)
Features


New Classes tab in ResizeGlobal template. Use it to override the class used for mhResizeFrame, or to
specify an alternate default resizing class for all of your windows.



Bugs



Fixed problem resizing windows with toolbars.

6.53 (2004/10/07)
Features


New "Return Value" setting for mhView's Mini-Process tab.



New button(s) to access embed(s) for record processing.



Hand-coded Filter for mhView changed to use EXPR prompt, so you can lookup field names, etc.

Bugs


There was an incongruity between the installer and template, regarding the name of the HLP file.

6.52 (2004/10/06)
Bugs


Due to looming support issues, we've decided not to carry forward our "MemoryReport" feature to C6x,
since that version of Clarion has the equivalent functionality built-in, and switching over is easy. The
documentation and examples have been changed to reflect this.

6.51 (2004/10/05)

We have had a number of people report problems after installing 6.50. Most of these were caused by mixed
versions on their systems. When you install, if you choose Clarion's root directory (e.g. C:\CLARION6) as your
destination, then things "should" go fine. If, however, you specified an alternative (e.g.
C:\CLARION\3RDPARTY), then you _must_ perform two extra steps:
1. Copy ST?M*.INC from your destination LIBSRC directory into Clarion's LIBSRC directory.
2. Delete ST??MH*.INC from Clarion's LIBSRC directory.
This topic is covered in more detail in the Troubleshooting section of the documentation.

Bugs


Fixed problems with "missing" templates in Clarion/Legacy example. (It was actually a corruption in the
APP file.)



Installation now includes STABOUT?.BMP.



Fixed usage of CHOOSE to correspond with new behavior in 6.1.

6.50 (2004/10/04)

After a long wait, the new documentation and examples are finally complete. But that's not all!!! We've done a
major overhaul to almost everything! The vast majority of the templates have been enhanced, and most of the
templates that were in only ABC or Clarion/Legacy are now in both (although there are still a few stragglers).
We suggest that you read the documentation from cover to cover, to learn about all the neet stuff. Also take a
while exploring the examples (for both ABC and Clarion/Legacy).
Then start making use of the many great features in BoxSoft Super Stuff templates!
NOTE: We renamed all of our files to adhere to an 8.3 format, which Clarion's current 16-bit IDE handles with far
fewer quirks. The installation program will delete STABMH* and STCLMH*, which now use the prefixes STAM*
and STCM*.

6.15 (2004/07/28)
New Password!

6.12 (2004/06/14)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6.1-RC3.

6.12 (2004/06/15)
Bugs


(ABC) LimitStarts could cause compile errors after non-global code generation.

6.11 (2004/05/15)
Features


(ABC) Added "Before Insert" embed to Many2Many Drag&Drop.



(ABC) Added calls to GlobalErrors.SetProceudre to mhSourceFiles. This is optional, but the default is
True.



Compatible with Clarion 6.1.

Bugs


(ABC) TabPopup would allow hidden and disabled tabs to be selected.

6.10 (2004/01/26)
Features


(Clarion) Included the Clarion 6 compatible version of the "MikeHanson" template chain. This was
formerly the public domain template, and is now part of Super Stuff.



(Clarion) The legacy mhView templates have been enhanced, including support for CPCS.



(Clarion) We've added the Quicken-style date entry feature to the legacy chain.



(Clarion) The legacy resize templates are more stable than the old PD version.



(Clarion) Changed "Add Max Button" setting to display warning if the developer didn't manually add the
MAX attribute to the window format. This was required because assigning that parameter could invoke
the state. Also, it matches Super Stuff for ABC now.



(Clarion) Added support for MultiProject.

6.02 (2003/12/05)

We're not quite finished the docs for Super Stuff, but we know you're hankering to recompile and test your apps
with Clarion 6. Therefore, we've decided to release Super Stuff right away. We'll release another version with
the finished docs real soon now.

Bugs


Fixed problem with generation of DLL exports, which could cause an "Ordinal out of sequence" error.

6.01 (2003/12/01)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6.



(Much more will be mentioned here, when the documentation is complete.)

5.05 (2001/07/10)
Features


Compatible with C55D.



New ActivityBar template, which provides a "revolving" progress bar for your reports or processes.
Rather than attempting to show how much is complete, it continuously grows from left to right, then
starts over again when it's full. Consequently, the user realizes that something is still happening.

Bugs


Fixed a problem with adding automatic queue fields in CLARION4 and C55.



Fixed a problem with support for CapeSoft's MultiProject.

5.00 (2000/10/08)
Features


Compatible with C55-cr2.



This is the last version to support Clarion 4.0!



Quicken Date Entry now supports GotoStartOfWeek and GotoEndOfWeek.



There are numerous changes to the Resize support. In particular, we now support saving and restoring
of window position and size. There's also a new SplitWindow feature for sizing and positioning contents
of the window (when you have two list boxes, for example).



Added option to Drag&Drop to turn off "Can't Drop Here" cursor.



Migrated "Choose non-Default Printer" features from legacy templates.



Many features have been added to the mhViewManager extension template, including support for custom
joins, reducing the number of hot fields, extra validation flexibility, ability to suppress call to Init/Kill (so
you can call them yourself when appropriate), and process a single record much quicker.



Added support for CapeSoft's MultiProject.

Bugs


Dealt with a bunch of bugs in the ThreadedBrowseForm feature



Fixed a problem with rare circular calls in MH::ViewManager class.



Fixed a problem with SDD:DragAndDropClass when dropping on a list box.

4.90 (1999/05/10)
Features


Drag and Drop (Many2Many)

4.14 (1998/10/29)
Features


New LimitStarts template to limit procedures to one thread

4.10 (1998/09/17)
Features


Bugs


New Quicken Date Entry (Clarion Online - November 98)
Problem with WrapBrowse when creating DLLs.

4.10 (1998/09/16)
Features


New mhWrapBrowse template (Clarion Online - October 98)

4.04 (1998/03/30)
Features


New mhTabPopup template (Clarion Online - April 98)

4.03 (1998/05/13)
Bugs


Various minor bug fixes.

4.02 (1998/02/01)
Features


Converted mhView Template for ABC (Clarion Online - February 98)

